Objective: To gain understanding of the neuronal mechanisms underlying regional seizure spread, the impact of regional synchrony between seizure focus and downstream networks on neuronal activity during the transition to seizure in those downstream networks was assessed. Methods: Seven patients undergoing diagnostic intracranial electroencephalographic studies for surgical resection of epileptogenic regions were implanted with subdural clinical electrodes into the cortex (site of seizure initiation) and mesial temporal lobe (MTL) structures (downstream) as well as microwires into MTL.
| INTRODUCTION
Understanding the mechanisms that allow seizures to propagate to downstream brain regions and subsume normally functioning neural networks is an area of intense study. Of particular interest is propagation beyond the neocortex to deeper brain regions. Cerebral blood flow studies suggest that deeper structures like the amygdala, basal ganglia, thalamus, and brainstem are activated during seizure generalization [1] [2] [3] [4] and may, in part, be responsible for some of the clinical manifestations of seizure. 5, 6 In addition to several direct routes, animal studies suggest that propagation of ictal activity to these structures may occur via mesial temporal lobe (MTL) structures like hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. 6 Yet, despite the potentially important role of MTL structures, recruitment of MTL networks into propagating ictal activity at the neuron level has been largely unexplored. Several studies have investigated regional synchrony during the propagation of seizure events by measuring directed coherence of local field potentials (LFPs), providing a means of tracing ictal activity back to a presumptive focus. [7] [8] [9] However, although these studies provide insight into which downstream locations may receive ictal "information" during seizure propagation, they do not address the neuronal mechanisms that permit ictal activity to spread. This is especially true for MTL networks. For neocortical circuits, it has been suggested that the spread of seizure to adjacent networks may be the result of a failure of protective downstream inhibition to veto barrages of excitatory synaptic activity from an upstream ictal network. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Extending this pattern to mesial temporal networks, the inhibitory subpopulation and factors that modulate its activity may be of particular interest in understanding seizure propagation to MTL networks. In animal models, changes in the oscillatory state of mesial temporal networks are known to modulate local inhibition, [15] [16] [17] and such changes have been observed prior to spontaneous seizures in animal models. 18, 19 In particular, recent work from our own laboratory indicates that interneuron coherence with local theta oscillations precedes recruitment of MTL in the pilocarpine rat model of epilepsy. 20 Thus, we hypothesize that seizure propagation to MTL networks involves 3 components: (1) regional synchrony between the presumptive seizure focus and MTL (hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, etc), (2) synchrony between MTL inhibitory interneurons and their LFP, and (3) interneuron firing rate changes in the time leading up to seizure.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Patients
Seven patients (Table 1) undergoing diagnostic intracranial electroencephalographic (iEEG) studies for surgical resection of epileptogenic regions of the brain were implanted with modified Benkhe-Fried depth electrodes (Ad-Tech, Racine, WI, USA) comprised of a platinum microwire bundle threaded through the hollowed-out lumen of a standard clinical depth electrode. Implantation was performed by a board-certified neurosurgeon using established techniques from the literature. 21, 22 Between 1 and 4 depth electrodes were placed (determined by clinical necessity) in each patient equating to between 8 and 32 microwires implanted into MTL structures (hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, perirhinal cortex, amygdala) per patient. Implant locations were determined entirely by clinical necessity and were not influenced by the goals of this research. Electrode locations were verified by coregistered postoperative computed tomography and preoperative magnetic resonant imaging (MRI) 23 as well as postoperative MRI ( Figure 1A ).
However, only an estimate of the location of the tip of the depth electrode could be made. The microwires, for single neuron recording, came out of the tip and were located within a 5-mm radius of the estimated tip location. Therefore, more accurate location of individual microwires was not possible. After recovery, patients were transferred to a long-term monitoring unit, where they were tapered off antiepileptic medication and neural activity was continuously recorded. Data were collected from 10 patients over a 3-year period. Seven of the 10 patients had cortical seizure onset (6 in neocortex) that spread to MTL structures (Figure 1C) , and data from those 7 patients are presented here. Three of the 4 patients had 1 recorded seizure with good single units. Of the 4 for whom the seizure spread to MTL, the seizure spread during both seizures. Therefore, in these 7 patients, we were unable to compare data between a seizure that spread and one that did not (Table 2) .
clinical iEEG recordings made using a wideband (0.8-5.5 kHz) unity-gain headstage preamplifier (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT, USA) and high-frequency sampling (Neuralynx high-speed data-acquisition system) at 32 kHz per channel, providing adequate resolution for action-potential waveform discrimination ( Figure 1B ). Seizure events were identified and documented by trained technicians and clinicians in the EEG Monitoring Unit at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital. For each seizure event, seizure activity was characterized as either remaining focal or generalizing to multiple brain structures. A board-certified electroencephalographer, who was not involved in further data analysis, reviewed each seizure and determined the time of earliest seizure-associated change in iEEG activity at the presumptive neocortical focus (global electrographic seizure onset) as well as the time of earliest seizure-associated change in the LFP of microwires in the MTL (MTL electrographic seizure onset). Neuronal activity starting 2 hours prior to global electrographic seizure onset and ending 30 minutes after seizure termination was isolated. In addition, several randomly selected 2-hour representative samples of interictal data were also isolated that were at least 12 hours before and 12 hours after a seizure. Although neural signals were recorded continuously, extracellular action potential waveforms were prone to variation over time, making tracking neurons over the entire patient's stay prohibitively difficult. As such, neurons isolated from each 2-or 2.5-hour sample of data were considered independent from those identified in any other sample. For simplicity, these isolated samples are henceforth referred to as independent recordings.
| Unit discrimination and classification
Single neurons were identified using a manual cluster-cutting technique as described in the literature. 24, 25 In brief, recorded raw signals were first high-pass filtered at 296 Hz using a zero-phase finite impulse response filter to preserve waveform shape. To identify candidate waveforms that could be single neuron action potentials, an amplitude threshold was applied at 5 times the standard deviation of the signal. Waveforms that exceeded this threshold were collected and aligned. To discriminate single neurons, the first 3 principal components of the waveforms were obtained and the projections of each waveform on these component axes were used as features to cluster the data manually with Offline Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX, USA; Figure 1D ). To prevent the influence of waveform contamination during the large-amplitude rhythmic LFP spiking of seizures, clustering was only done on waveforms prior to the clinician-determined electrographic onset of rhythmic LFP spiking in the MTL. However, these waveforms were found to be stable over the course of the recording up tõ 10 seconds after clinician-determined seizure onset. Clustered units were considered true single units if (1) <0.5% of identified waveforms occur at interspike intervals that violate the refractory period (<1 millisecond) and (2) if the autocorrelogram showed the characteristic central trough associated with a refractory period. Because large-amplitude rhythmic LFP spiking interferes with single unit discrimination during the ictal period, multiunits were identified during the ictal period by band pass filtering between 400 and 3000 Hz and using a 3-sigma threshold. Valid neural activity was distinguished from filtering artifacts and noise as described by Weiss et al. 26 In brief, raw data were downsampled to 6.5 kHz and the Morlet wavelet transform was computed. Noise and filtering artifact demonstrate a "tapered cone" morphology on the wavelet scalogram, whereas physiologic neural activity demonstrates discrete "islands" of elevated high-frequency power. Periictal firing rate heterogeneity has been well documented in human epileptic patients, [27] [28] [29] and may, in part, be attributed to recording site variability. Because all of our recordings were in the MTL and a majority occurred in hippocampal structures, single neurons could be characterized as either putative pyramidal cell or interneuron on the basis of firing rate, autocorrelation morphology, and waveform peak-trough ratio as described in the literature, 30 using a custom MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) k-means clustering algorithm ( Figure 1D ).
| Data analysis
MTL networks were considered recruited into a generalizing seizure if they demonstrated rhythmic multiunit firing in phase to rhythmic LFP spiking during seizure. Rhythmic firing was determined by plotting the interspike interval histogram in 10-millisecond bins in a window of AE1 second and identifying peaks in addition to the central peak that exceed a threshold of 3 times the expected value as determined by average firing rate. A multiunit was considered rhythmic if it contained 1 or more of these significant peaks. A seizure was considered to recruit an MTL network if 1 or more multiunits were rhythmic during a given seizure. For all variables (directional field-field coherence, normalized firing rate, and unit-field coherence; see next), comparisons were made between a 10-minute preictal window immediately preceding the onset of seizure in the MTL and a baseline period occurring between 1 hour and 30 minutes prior to seizure onset. All data (field recordings and single neuron records) were aligned to seizure onset in the MTL. Single neurons could be tracked during this entire period and, therefore, single neuron firing rates could be normalized to their baseline firing rate before averaging across all neurons for all seizures. To validate the selection of the baseline period and ensure that activity during this period was not influenced by early, unidentified seizure activity, population-averaged data during baseline periods and interictal periods (>12 hours from any seizure) were compared with respect to these variables using the randomization test (Number Cruncher Statistical Software; www.ncss.com), because this type of analysis is distribution-free and appropriate for small-n studies and was evaluated to be robust for statistical power and type I error relative to other methods of assessment. 31 Monte Carlo simulations were performed to gain an estimate of the average interictal response (10 000 simulations), and comparisons were made between interictal and baseline.
| Directed field-field coherence
To correlate patterns of single neuron activity in the MTL with the activity at the presumptive seizure focus, directed field-field coherence was calculated between the presumptive focus and the MTL using established methods. 32, 33 In brief, raw clinical iEEG data were downsampled from 1 kHz to 250 Hz. One clinical MTL iEEG channel was selected to represent the local field of each microwire bundle and directed field-field coherences were calculated independently for every focus-MTL iEEG pair. The deterministic linear trend and temporal mean were then removed to satisfy stationarity requirements for the subsequent analysis. The directed transfer function (DTF) 32 was calculated using the eConnectome toolbox for MATLAB 34 for 10-second bins with 9 seconds of overlap in both directions and T A B L E 2 Breakdown of the 7 patients involved in this study introduced in Only 1 patient experienced symptoms seizure onset or some kind of aura. The underlying pathology was examined from a combination of MRI, PET, and iEEG and varied across subjects. Four patients were not operated on, because it was determined that complete resection of the epileptogenic zone could not be safely performed and surgery was not offered. iEEG, intracranial electroencephalographic; MRI, magnetic resonant imaging; PET, positron emission tomography. a fixed autoregressive model order of 125. The DTF was calculated for 24 logarithmically spaced frequency bands from 1 to 100 Hz as above.
To determine whether the field-field coherence in the preictal window of interest significantly differed from baseline periods, time-frequency bins for each band were compared to an equivalent set of time-frequency bins in the baseline period using a nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. This process was repeated 100 000 times, and if the fraction of nonsignificant U tests was <0.05, the preictal window was considered significantly different in that frequency band.
| Analysis of population firing-rate changes
To identify changes in single neuron activity, perievent time histograms were created by aligning all seizures to the MTL electrographic seizure onset. 35, 36 Each neuron's firing rate was then normalized to its baseline firing rate (1 hour to 30 minutes prior to seizure) and binned in 2-second intervals to identify influences of seizure propagation within 10 minutes of seizure onset. For interneurons and pyramidal cells separately, these binned histograms were then averaged over all cells and all seizures. Activity from the baseline period was used to establish significance thresholds for changes around onset (eg, mean AE 3 standard deviations from baseline firing rate).
| Unit-field coherence
Population average unit-field coherence was assessed for changes from baseline. Unit-field coherence was calculated using a bias-corrected approach to account for sparse firing of some neurons. 37 In brief, recorded raw signal was lowpass filtered at 600 Hz offline and binned in 10-second intervals with 9 seconds of overlap and in 24 logarithmically spaced, nonoverlapping frequency bins between 1 and 100 Hz. Unit-field coherence was calculated by first creating a spike-triggered average (STA) and then calculating the ratio of the average power spectrum of these segments to the power of the STA. For each cell, statistically significant changes in coherence from baseline were identified using the same approach described above for field-field coherence.
3 | RESULTS
| Description of seizures and neural activity
To avoid confounding seizure generation with seizure propagation, our investigation was limited to seizures with neocortical focus that secondarily generalize to MTL. To ensure that these seizures recruited MTL neuronal activity, the presence of rhythmic multiunit activity at frequencies comparable to those of ictal spiking of the LFP was used to identify participation of the local MTL networks into the propagating seizure using 40 pairs (cortex and MTL) of clinical electrodes during 11 seizures across 7 patients. Multiunit activity demonstrated rhythmic firing behavior ( Figure 2 ) in 22 of 24 MTL electrodes that exhibited ictal activity. Rhythmic multiunit behavior progressed in a series of stages. At seizure onset multiunit activity was sparse or inhomogeneous, but as rhythmic ictal spiking developed in amplitude (Figure 2i /ii), multiunit discharges occurred in bursts corresponding with the dominant ictal frequency. As rhythmic LFP discharges became more complex (Figure 2ii /iii) and involved multiple frequency components, multiunit rhythmicity became more pronounced, with different multiunits rhythmically bursting in conjunction with various components of the rhythmic ictal LFP oscillation. For all seizures studied, multiunit activity within the MTL was found to participate in seizure activity. In total, 125 single neurons were recorded, 91 of which were classifiable as either putative interneurons (n = 36) or putative pyramidal cells (n = 55). The remaining cells could not be completely classified and were excluded from analysis. Differences in the normalized firing rate between baseline and interictal periods (>12 hours from any seizure) were compared separately for interneurons (baseline, 0.93 AE 0.1; interictal, 0.9 AE 0.1) and pyramidal cells (baseline, 0.38 AE 0.4; interictal, 0.51 AE 0.4), and no differences were found (interneurons, P > .5; pyramidal cells, P > .2). Similarly, for directed field-field coherence, in both directions (cortex ? MTL and MTL ? cortex), no frequency bands were found to significantly differ between baseline and interictal periods. Finally, for interneuron-field coherence, baseline and interictal coherence distributions differed from 3-4 Hz and >37 Hz (P < .0004). For pyramidal cell-field coherence, baseline and interictal coherence distributions differed >5 Hz (P < .002). Because no changes in preictal neuronal activity were found to occur in these frequency ranges for each respective population (see the rest of Results, below), baseline and interictal periods were effectively indistinguishable from one another.
| Directed field-field coherence shows cortical influence on MTL prior to seizure onset
To assess the influence of neural activity in the neocortical seizure focus on neurons in the MTL, directed coherence analysis was performed between iEEG data from the presumptive cortical focus and that of the MTL from the 40 pairs of electrodes during the 11 seizures. Average directional coherence across all electrode pairs in all seizures showed an increase in information flow from the presumptive focus to MTL immediately prior to MTL electrographic seizure onset at frequencies <16 Hz (P < .00001 for 1-2 Hz, 3-6 Hz, and 7.5-16 Hz) within 20 seconds of seizure onset (Figure 3) but not in the reverse direction. On a per-electrode pair basis, 65% of electrode pairs participated in this preictal increase in average directional coherence. Even when restricting the analysis to only those electrode pairs with simultaneously recorded interneurons, the percentage of pairs participating in the trends seen in average directional coherence remained at~65%. Therefore, at the time of seizure onset in the neocortex but prior to seizure onset in the MTL F I G U R E 2 Multiunit neuronal activity is recruited into ictal spiking of local field potential (LFP). Vertical scale bar represents 1 mV.
Lettered subplots show expanded 3-second windows of activity corresponding to horizontal bars. The LFP and rastergram (multiunits from 1 electrode per raster) demonstrate an increase in rhythmic ictal spiking and concomitant rhythmic multiunit activity as the seizure event progresses. Single units are recorded from the mesial temporal lobe (MTL) (within 20 seconds), coherence between the neocortex and MTL was increased.
| Decreased interneuron but not pyramidal cell activity precedes seizure in MTL
An averaged normalized firing rate histogram across all seizures for all patients was used to identify changes in neuronal activity. For the putative interneurons, average neuronal firing rate began to decrease approximately 100 seconds prior to MTL electrographic seizure onset ( Figure 4A ). This decrease may be associated with aberrant preictal patterns in LFP (spike wave complexes and slow oscillations) that were observed before some seizures. However, such patterns were also frequently observed during interictal periods (>12 hours from any seizure) and thus could not be classified as ictal patterns.
Some putative interneurons demonstrated an almost complete cessation of firing activity in the seconds leading up to electrographic seizure onset in the neocortex. Average firing rates of putative interneurons fell below the 3 standard deviations of baseline activity in a continuous window starting approximately 20 seconds prior to MTL electrographic seizure onset. This decrease was found for 91% of interneurons in all seizures with recorded interneurons (6 seizures across 5 patients). This window corresponded with the period of time when the seizure started at its neocortical focus and was in the process of spreading to adjacent brain structures. The average time delay between the seizure onset at the ictal focus and the time of interneuron decline was 10 AE 12 seconds, with a range of 0.1-37.5 seconds, with all but 2 occurring within 20 seconds.
In contrast, putative pyramidal cells did not change their firing rate prior to seizure onset in MTL. The only significant change in pyramidal cell firing rate occurred after MTL electrographic seizure onset ( Figure 5A ), when pyramidal cells increased their firing during the development of rhythmic ictal oscillations. These results are consistent with our earlier work in the pilocarpine rat model of epilepsy, 20 which showed changes in interneuron activity prior to seizure initiation in the CA3 hippocampus but no change in pyramidal cell activity, and are consistent with other work in humans demonstrating a heterogeneity of changes in firing rate prior to seizure onset.
| Interneurons are modulated at frequencies consistent with neocortex to MTL field-field coherence
To identify possible sources that could be responsible for modulating interneuron activity during this preictal period of interest, the unit-field coherence during the preictal period (10 minutes) prior to MTL electrographic seizure onset was compared to baseline unit-field coherence. To give context to the unit-field coherence and ensure that interpretations were physiologically relevant, an average fractional power spectrum was used to identify the dominant ongoing oscillations during this preictal window (Figure 4B) . As expected, the majority of the power in LFP signal was accounted for by oscillations between 1 and 8 Hz, with lower frequencies being more prominent. Visual inspection of the raw data suggested that oscillations within this frequency range occurred in 2-to 3-second bursts and likely represented theta bursts. No changes in power were identified during the preictal period compared to baseline.
During the 20-second preictal period, increases in interneuron-field coherence ( Figure 4C ) but not pyramidal cell-field coherence ( Figure 5B ) occurred within the dominant frequency range (P < .0004 for 1-3 Hz, 4-11 Hz). To assess the significance of this, at the individual interneuron level, 58% of interneurons originating from 5 of the 6 seizures with interneurons across 4 of 5 patients showed increases in interneuron-field coherence compared with their coherence levels during baseline in the delta (1-3 Hz) or theta (4-12 Hz) band.
| DISCUSSION
| Regional synchrony entrains inhibition in MTL
This study presents evidence of a pattern of directed-field and unit-field coherence resulting in an attenuation in local inhibition that precedes the propagation of ictal activity from a neocortical focus to the structures of the MTL. Within the MTL, during the preictal period, the distinct and overlapping frequencies of regional and interneuronfield coherence along with the notable lack of pyramidal cell-field coherence suggest that the presumptive seizure focus in the neocortex may selectively modulate downstream inhibitory subpopulations in the MTL, either directly or through intermediate networks. Moreover, the overlapping behavior of the interneuron population (ie, simultaneous increases in interneuron-field coherence and decreases in firing rate) suggests that changes in regional synchrony may be responsible for attenuating interneuron firing activity, ultimately shutting down local MTL interneuron populations prior to MTL recruitment.
There are important methodological limitations in these types of studies. First, the electrodes are placed strictly based on clinical and not experimental need. Single units are recorded on the microwires that are pushed out through the tips of the traditional depth electrode, and therefore their precise locations are unknown. Second, we would ideally like to have recordings from a single patient where at least 1 seizure spread and 1 did not. Unfortunately, of the 7 patients who had seizures that spread to the MTL, only 4 had 2 seizures, and both of those spread from cortex to MTL. Nonetheless, these data support earlier studies in humans with cortical spreading seizures, as discussed below, and animal studies, validating important aspects of animal models.
The increased regional synchrony observed here is consistent with earlier studies on coherence 38, 39 and correlational 40, 41 studies between MTL and neocortical regions. As an extension in this work, the frequencies that demonstrated directed information flow from seizure focus to MTL coincide with frequencies of interneuron-field coherence in the MTL. That the local inhibitory population becomes coherent with LFPs at these same frequencies is reflective of the underlying synaptic activity that is driving the MTL, the LFP being a summation of inhibitory and excitatory postsynaptic potentials that are being input to the MTL network. Thus, coherence to particular frequency components of the LFP suggests that the local MTL network is responsive to information from the upstream neocortical networks that are themselves oscillating at these frequencies. The MTL and neocortex have a well-described history of mutually modulating oscillatory activity in the context of memory formation and recall, and in this instance, the observed modulation is pathological and specifically associated with the propagation of seizure. The observed overlap in frequencies of elevated directed-field coherence and interneuron-local field coherence during seizure propagation may then be interpreted as an entrainment of MTL inhibitory network activity by the seizure focus up to 20 seconds before seizure activity is identified in the MTL structures. Using unit-field coherence, we showed that interneurons, but not pyramidal cells, exhibit increased coherence with the local MTL field preceding the arrival of ictal activity. This result suggests that the synaptic barrages from the cortex are likely to be part of a selective, feed-forward inhibitory network. Changes in theta and theta-field coherence have been identified in animal models of epilepsy, 18, 20, 42, 43 but this is the first demonstration of such coherence in human epilepsy. Because local field oscillations can selectively modulate inhibitory activity, especially in the MTL, 15, 17 it is likely that similar mechanisms are at play in the context of seizure propagation. Moreover, because theta is involved in cognition and epilepsy is associated with cognitive deficits, abnormalities in theta may contribute to cognitive deficits in epilepsy.
| Inhibition fails prior to propagation of seizures to MTL
In the neocortex, seizure propagation to adjacent cortex has been proposed to be the result of a failure of surround inhibition to restrain the spread of ongoing seizure activity. 10, 11, 44 In this model, an ictal core consists of a population of neurons firing rhythmically with the largeamplitude LFP oscillations characteristic of ictal spiking. Surrounding this core, adjacent neuronal populations receive excitatory synaptic barrages that created rhythmic oscillations of the LFP; however, local protective inhibition prevents these populations from firing synchronously with their oscillating LFP, and thus the seizure fails to spread. However, if this protective inhibition fails, the rhythmic excitatory barrages entrain adjacent neuronal populations and the seizure propagates to the adjacent cortex. In this study, propagation of ictal activity to MTL shares several features with the local propagation of seizures within the neocortex. First, the observed increases in directed coherence (after seizures start in the neocortex but before the MTL is recruited) may be a representation of similar barrages of synaptic activity through polysynaptic circuits from the neocortex to MTL. Second, the inhibitory subpopulation of the MTL demonstrates an attenuation in local inhibition that becomes more pronounced concomitant with the increase in directed field-field coherence (excitatory barrages) and unit-field coherence that precedes the arrival of ictal activity. Finally, the apparent decrease in local inhibition in MTL was followed by an increase in rhythmic LFP spiking with concomitant rhythmic multiunit discharges after ictal activity propagated to MTL, demonstrating that the seizure was manifest in the neuronal network. Therefore, like neocortical seizure propagation, seizure propagation to MTL may also be a result of impaired inhibition.
However, in contrast to what the existing neocortical seizure propagation model would suggest, prior to attenuation of inhibition, the interneuron population in MTL did not show any transient increase in inhibitory activity that would reflect the initial response to excitatory synaptic barrages from the seizure focus. Given the limitations of recording in the MTL of epileptic patients, it is possible that such activity may have been present in an adjacent unrecorded population or that it went undetected. Alternatively, this may reflect potentially important differences between neocortical and MTL anatomical structure and the F I G U R E 3 Field-field coherence shows unidirectional information flow from neocortical focus to mesial temporal lobe (MTL). A, The time axis is broken into 3 separate windows for clarity. The left panel shows a compressed view of 1 hour to 10 minutes prior to seizure, which includes the 30-minute baseline period that was used for comparison (from 1 hour to 30 minutes before MTL seizure onset). The center panel shows from 10 minutes prior to seizure up to seizure onset in MTL. The right panel shows the first 10 seconds after seizure onset in MTL. Because these figures were created by aligning all recordings to the clinician-determined onset of seizure activity in the MTL and averaging across all captured seizures, a horizontal bar indicating the median and range of seizure onset times at the neocortical focus is shown. Our data are supported by the decrease in firing rate of hippocampal interneurons identified in prior studies with seizure onset in MTL 45 with additional interneurons in the amygdala and entorhinal cortex both increasing and others decreasing their firing rate. These authors concluded that the changes in interneuron activity might serve to synchronize principal cell spike firing during MTL seizures. It is not immediately clear whether MTL interneurons examined in this study are more synchronous with each other (eg, great probability of cross-correlations) and their firing rate was too low to evaluate. However, it is reasonable that the unit-field coherence produces more synchrony between interneurons. This could result in excessive inhibition, even though the firing rate is low. The outcome of this could be an important synchronous inhibition of the pyramidal neurons that then fire synchronously, resulting in ictal spiking and the transmission of the seizure to the MTL. This chain of events thus identifies a target for stimulation such that if the synchronous inhibition in the MTL network could be disrupted, the spread of the seizure might be prevented.
In conclusion, this study identifies a series of events that immediately precede seizure propagation to the MTL. At seizure onset, increased information from the seizure focus to downstream structures is conveyed at frequencies <16 Hz, which is consistent with frequencies at which F I G U R E 5 Population average of pyramidal cell firing rate and unit-field coherence show no changes over time leading up to seizure. The time axis is broken into the same 3 separate windows as identified for directed field-field coherence ( Figure 2 ) and interneurons (see Figure 3) . A similar horizontal bar indicates the median and range of seizure onset times at the neocortical focus. A, Periseizure time histogram of pyramidal cell activity aligned to seizure onset in the mesial temporal lobe (MTL; time = 0 seconds) and averaged over all seizures across all patients. The solid red line indicates mean firing rate for the 30-minute baseline period occurring 1 hour prior to electrographic seizure onset in the MTL. Dashed red line indicates AE3 standard deviations from baseline firing activity. Below the histogram, red lines indicate a decimated rastergram of several individual pyramidal cells. No significant changes in firing rate occurred in the 5 minutes prior to seizure onset in MTL. B, Unlike interneuron-field coherence, averaged pyramidal cell-field coherence showed no significant change in the 20 seconds prior to seizure onset in MTL as compared to baseline. In both parts, the vertical dashed line indicates the beginning of a 20-second preictal window of interest where interneuron firing rate is significantly decreased compared to baseline activity. Zero indicates seizure onset in the MTL downstream local inhibitory populations become increasingly coherent. Concomitant with this change in coherence are significant decreases in firing activity of inhibitory cells, whereas excitatory cells show change in neither unitfield coherence nor firing rate behavior. Thus, future therapeutic interventions may take advantage of these population-specific changes in firing rate, unit-field synchrony, and field-field synchrony to deliver specifically timed therapies that enhance inhibition and restrict seizure spread and the associated clinical manifestations.
